
Research origins

This research project intends to go behind the picture plane, the two-dimensional surface on which a three-
dimensional scene is depicted. By taking on architecture in selected (Proto-)Renaissance paintings as cases, and 
disclosing what hides behind the surface by the means of the projection method, new 3d contexts emerge. The 
fourth wall can be permeated, and since the frontality is bypassed, the registered space is now a three-dimensional 
place that can be approached from different angles. The master thesis already allowed developing a first series of 
explorations, starting from the work of Bramantino (The Adoration of the Kings, about 1500), Antonella da Messina 
(Saint Jerome in his Study, about 1475) and Giotto di Bondone (Expulsion of Joachim from the Temple, 1304-1306). 

By reversing the projection, plans and sections could be obtained from the painted surface, providing us with a 
fictional space that can be walked through. The architectural decors, extracted from the paintings, were subsequently 
subjected to an empirical process of hand-drawn perspective interventions combined with modelling and writing, 
and transformed by this chain of actions and reactions in new spatialities that appear to be unpredictable and in 
no other way conceivable, but emerging out of patterns that are generated by the lines inherent to the method of 
projecting. 

These first productions act as the foundation for the more defined doctoral research here presented, which will be 
dealing with iconographic and iconological aspects, an expansion of the repertoire with cases to be researched, and 
the continuation of new spatial production. 

In so far this early-stage research project has progressed, a literature study has been conducted and a reflective 
movie2  has been produced looking back on the first series of production. This Bootleg (Beke, Van Den Berghe, 
Lagrange 2017) shows the – literally – unwinding of the design driven research discourse: a roll of tracing paper, 
containing the first drawn results and related models, is manually retracted showing the pictorial explorations.

The following step revolves around the next cases. These cases – specified further on in this paper – are deliberately 
chosen and preliminary studied by the means of literature and drawing for the purpose of setting up a fieldtrip 
to experience these paintings in their actual spatial context. This primary examination within the framework of a 
specific past, characterized by its layered complexity, is essential to be able to distill particular aspects that will play 
a part in this more explorative and sensitive approached PhD project.

2  the film Bootleg, Perspicio: the perspective drawing as unlocker in the Renaissance art painting, a development of spatialities 
(Beke, Van Den Berghe, Lagrange 2017) can be seen via the link https://vimeo.com/250011509

still from Bootleg, Perspicio (Beke, Van Den Berghe, Lagrange 2017)

in the Visual Arts Erwin Panofsky (1983) states “…that much is in the senses without ever penetrating into the mind. 
We are chiefly affected by that which we allow to affect us…”, implying that awareness is an initial step towards the 
obtainability of (spatial) insight, for there is generally more than meets the eye.

A first critical stance has to be adopted towards the way we perceive historical images today and the role of linear 
perspective, for art historian Michael Baxandall’s concept of the ‘Period Eye’ (1972) points out that our vision is a 
cultural construct, based on skills and social habits. Different interpretations related to what was historically intended 
and actually perceived are a posteriori projected and attached to the experience of the painted image, influenced by 
the visual training and cultural equipment (Panofsky 1983) we are affected with today as opposed to at the time. It 
is important to consider that “understanding the picture depends on acknowledging a representational convention” 
and to relate the pictorial style to the corresponding cognitive style (Baxandall 1972). 

A second aspect that is to be approached with some suspicion is the deceitfully scientific position that linear 
perspective holds within our modern Western cognitive style - even though this seems to be transforming in recent 
years towards a more aerial view (Steyerl 2012). The paradigm of linear perspective is often improperly regarded 
as the truthful representation of reality (Panofsky 1991). Instead, it is an intersubjective tool of communication, 
operated to project the vision of one person: the one in charge of placing the station point. The (abstraction of) the 
draughtsman’s body in the space stipulates the spatial outcome; draughtsman becomes architect.

The drawn spatialities are capable of telling us more about the deep nature of (fictive historical) space, about the 
way we look at it today, and eventually about the conception of innovative spaces. In this way, they act as The 
Analogous Spaces (TAS) (Lagrange 2011, 2016) since they are able to unveil the intangible as a crucial part of 
our beholding. These new decors can work as looking machines that permit us to reestablish this conscious way 
of looking and drawing, essential activities for architects, in architecture practice and learning environments, with 
regard to the conception of space and architecture.
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In Europe, interest for the develop-
ment of pictorial depth, and with 
it, a more realistic architectural 
depiction was reinitiated from the 
late 13th century. In this transitio-
nal period artists-architects were 
looking for a way to show what 
they see, eventually resulting in the 
invention of the mathematical met-
hod of perspective in the early 15th 
century in Italy.

Perspective, however, has mostly 
been used as an instrument for 
two-dimensional representation 
of space, in search to come closer 
to the reality of the world. This 
PhD-project, aims to explore an un-
touched potential of this technique. 
And in particular how it could play 
an active role as an instrument 
for two-dimensional production 
through which new spatialities are 
generated hence further reflections 
on ways we look at space are pro-
voked.

By taking on architecture in selec-
ted Renaissance paintings as cases, 
and disclosing what hides behind 
the fourth wall by the means of the 
projection method, new three-di-
mensional contexts emerge. These 
decors are subjected to a process 
of hand-drawn perspective inter-
ventions combined with modelling 
and writing, and transform by this 
chain of actions and reactions in 
new spatialities that appear to 
be unpredictable and in no other 
way conceivable. The balance of 
authority between drawing and 
draughtsman demands (self-)refle-
ction in action. Originating from my 
master dissertation, this research 
by design, mainly conducted by 
pencil on paper, requires a physical 
embodiment in order to guide the 
lines that generate new spaces and 
insights. We argue that the perspe-
ctive drawing has the potential to 
be deployed as an instrument for 

creating or revealing new spaces, a 
mechanism used for three-dimen-
sional production as presence, next 
to the initial use for two-dimensi-
onal representation. This research 
investigates the underlying mecha-
nisms of this potential, and the ap-
plicability of such mechanisms on a 
more general level of investigation, 
production and understanding of 
‘new space’.

These new spatialities get the sta-
tus of looking machines. Their reali-
ty is not instantly reconcilable with 
the perception of the onlooker; the 
visual relation with architecture, not 
as self-evident as expected, pro-
vokes a conscious self. The drawn 
spatialities that take shape before 
our eyes could tell us something 
about how space reveals itself to us 
and about the way we look at it.
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